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Editorial
Hello
Summer Series got off to a great start at One Tree Hill on a beautiful spring evening. Sounds like the
numbers were overwhelming and the courses were fantastic. I look forward to a long and enjoyable
season of evening orienteering.
There is an article on page 14 with tips for beginners (and the more experienced). Summer series is
a great time to practice techniques, perhaps choose a different technique to work on at each event
and watch your skills level grow.
I pilfered a Book Review from this month's Dunedin Orienteering Magazine which I found very
amusing. Hope you do too.
Anyone taking photos at events - please send me a copy of any you think are suitable. I don't make
it to many events at the moment with the two littlies we have but would love photos for the mag.
Please help if you can't E-mail shaun.and.mad@slingshot.co.nz
Hope you enjoy your read. The mag is again available on the internet at www.geocities.com/nwocnz
Madeleine Collins
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Event

Calendar

Please call club secretaries for final confirmation of these details:

A

Auckland.
Craig Pearce 09 579 4340
CM Counties-Manukau.
Hilary Iles 09 235 2941
E
Egmont.
SuzanneScott06 758 4468
H
Hamilton.
Ingrid Perols 07 829 7170
NW North West.
Jill Smithies 09 838 7388
November
Sat 5 Sun 6
Sun 7
Tue 9
Tue 16
Sat 20 Wed 24

NOS

National Orienteering Squad.
Wayne & Trish Aspin 09 235 1074
R
Rotorua.
Roger Pooley 07 349 0309
T
Taupo
Terry Brighouse 07 378 9851
Wh
Whangarei
Malcolm Mack 09 437 5161
big_mack@ihug.co.nz

WOA Championships
WHO Classic event - Waipu Caves
Summer Series - One Tree Hill, Archery, Twin Oaks Dr
Summer Series - Mt Roskill, Nga Parae Mataora, Korma Rd
HOC CDOA Championships See entry form at www.geocities.com/nzhoc/
Summer Series - Ellerslie, Ellerslie Racecourse, Greenlane Rd

December
Wed 1
Summer Series - Auckland Domain, Band Rotunda
Thu 9
Summer Series - Panmure Basin, Model Railway, Waipuna Rd, Panmure
Thu 16
Summer Series - Unitec, Gate 3, Carrington Rd

January
Thu 6 -Sun 16 Oceania Championships Carnival including ANZ Challenge, ANZ MTBO
Challenge, A-NZ test and 2WorldRanking Events. Hosted by North West club.
Reminder: Entry prices go up again from 1 November and entries close 1
December.
Tue 18
Summer Series - Mt Hobson, Dilworth Ave
Tue 25
Summer Series - Tamaki, Sacred Heart, West Tamaki Rd, Glendowie

February
Tue 1
Tue 8
Thu 10
Tue 15
Wed 23
Sat 26
Sat 26 Sun 27
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Summer Series - Mt Eden, Melville Park, St Andrews Rd
Summer Series - Macleans, Eastern Beach
Night event - Craigavon Park, Connaught Rd, Blockhouse Bay
Summer Series - Western Springs, Stadium Rd
Summer Series - Ambury Park, Ambury Rd, Mangere
NZ Rogaining Championships Otago
HBOC Kaweka Challenge see www.ramhb.co.nz/kaweka for details

A Little Piece continued
By Alistair Landels
Saw that Jill Brewis wrote a little article on a
handicap race in a recent magazine:
The race was on the short-final day at WOC, the
original plan was for a 4-way race with Peter Hill
and the "Greatest American Hero" taking part too.
But due to late entry restrictions and the fact that
the Greatest American Hero was required to go off
saving damsels in distress (and such like) it was
just James & Alistair left to battle it out. The course
was a M35, 5.7km on relatively detailed
Scandinavian terrain. After much deliberation on the
part of the participants who hadn't raced against
each other in probably 15 years a 12 minute
handicap to James' advantage was agreed upon.

Results:
1. Petri Laaksonen (Finland) 36.56
7. Alistair Landels 41.28
43. James Brewis 52.40
So after 15 years and some amazing guess-work
they were both astounded that they were only 48
seconds off a handicapped dead-heat and both
had relatively good runs!
The prize was an item from the event food tent for
which James won a hamburger. Good thing Alistair
didn't win as there usually isn't a vegetarian variant.
James has since said: "Just wait till I start
training...10 of those 12 minutes will drop off with
the excess kg, and then we'll have a real race."
So next time the handicap will be 2 minutes....

Noticeboard
WOC 2005 TRIAL RACES
The Convenor of the NZOF Selection Panel, Marquita Gelderman, advises that:
"The date for the trials for the World Orienteering Championships 2005 has been changed. They will
now be held on May 7th & 8th 2005 in the Hamilton area and will consist of a middle distance race on
the 7th and a long distance race on the 8th. A sprint race trial will be held at Queens
Birthday weekend in early June.
All forest orienteering maps within 50km of Hamilton are embargoed to all orienteers wishing to make
themselves available for the team. The only exception to this is the Central District Championships to be
held on November 20 & 21 2004."

OCEANIA EXTRA EVENT
An extra event with NZOF A-grade status has been added to the Oceania Championships Carnival in
January.
Details are:
Event Name: Oceania Sprint-O
Date: Friday 7th January
Event Type: Sprint
Map Name: Carrington (Unitec)
Location: Carrington, North Shore, Auckland
The entry form is located elsewhere in this magazine.
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Auckland Chatter
By Nicola Kinzett
Phew. Beginning of November. Time to breathe a
sigh of relief after a successful Auckland champs.
Many thanks to our controllers and setters, Joanna
and Alistair Stewart and Rob Jessop. We had
some interesting and challenging courses for all
age groups on this, our last major use of the
Celebre map. By the way, what was that white
tape out in the erosion gullies? A rather innovative
white or yellow course for our youngest
competitors?
Thanks to Raewyn Bennett for looking after the
event booklet and the gear as well as Craig
Pearce for the entries and Sport ident
programming. Our new (results) tent protected the
gear well and is looking even smarter than we
envisioned when deciding on specs for it.
Major thanks also to Dave Crofts and the Smirnov
family for the co-ordination. It was also very good
to be able to leave Oliver and Reuben Wilson,
Lydia, Toby and Imogen Scott as well as Kate and
Alina Smirnov in charge of the food stall over the 2
days and know that it was well looked after.
Thanks to all other club members who helped out
over the 2 days. The string courses (now provided
by all the clubs) were again a very popular option
and no, you didn't get 3 prizes (Freddo frogs) if
you went around it 3 times!
Results-wise a number of club members did well.
Middle Distance
M21A Claude Dabaliz 1st
M40A Pete Swanson 1st, Jeff Greenwood 2nd,
Malcolm Gawn 3rd. Great run Malcolm!
W35A Jennifer Trinick 2nd
M60A John Powell 3rd
M65A Terry Nuthall
2nd
nd
W60A Rae Powell 2
W65A Heather Clendon 2nd, Jill Brewis 3rd
W40AS Chris Jager 1st, Belinda Sydenham 2nd
M21B Nick Monteith 1st
M14A Toby Scott 2nd
W21B Vic Fitzpatrick 3rd
M21C Arnold Leigh 1st
W12A Lydia Scott 1st
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Long Distance
M21A Claude Dabaliz 2nd
M40A Jeff Greenwood 1st, Pete Swanson 2nd, Scott
Vennell 3rd
W21A Jill Mains 1st,
W40A Nicola Kinzett 1st
M60A Mike Ashmore 1st
M65A Terry Nuthall
W60A Rae Powell
W65A Heather Clendon 2nd, Vivienne Leigh 3rd
W40AS Irene Smirnova 1st, Belinda Sydenham 3rd
M21B Nick Monteith 1st
M14A Toby Scott 1st
M14A Reuben Wilson 3rd
W21B Vic Fitzpatrick 3rd
W12A Kate Smirnova 1st, Lydia Scott 2nd
W21C Renee Brocas 1st
M21C Arnold Leigh 1st
Earlier in the month, a number of club members
took 1st places in the South Island champs.
Congratulations to Jeff Greenwood M40A, Alistair
Stewart M50A and Terry Nuthall M60A. Thanks
also to Joanna and Alistair for taking the Auckland
area Sport Ident gear down there for the
organizers of this event and running it for them.
There's a good chance that there will be a set of
gear purchased by some of the South Island clubs
in the relatively near future.
Don't forget the summer series starting in early
November, a chance to keep fit for summer and
introduce friends, family, work and school
colleagues to orienteering (gently)!
Also the AGM and barbeque is on Sunday 5th
December, 5:00 pm at the bowling club. I hear
there may be a bowling competition (white gear
not compulsory). John Powell can give us all some
tips as he has taken up bowling as his new hobby.
Also all club members please take note; there are
some jobs going for the next year, including
president and secretary. It's a chance to
contribute, meet people and learn some new
things. Please contact Nicola Kinzett if interested.

North West News
came across a big big bone on
the ground which made me
Rob and I went to the committee meeting last week think, Oh dear, is this a warning
at Jill and Alister Smithies, and as soon as Marquita that we will be out there a
loooonnnnnng time? Then
and Rob Garden arrived everyone started
congratulating them on their efforts in the mountain another few steps on a whole
lot of rib bones and last but not
biking in Australia. Did you know ?????
least, some character had set
That Marquita had achieved 15th place in the World up the skull to look at us as we
walked towards it. Bet it was
Mountain Bike Orienteering Champs out of 52
Terry
Nuthall???
women from around the world and Rob was first in
the Public Race, Mens 50 age group. The other
The last control before the tent
competitors from New Zealand in the women's,
was a bit of a mind twister, as I
Fiona McBride and Diane Michels, also showed
huffed and puffed up the BIG
their skills well, and Stuart Lynch and Phil Wood
hill and walked right up to the
competed with another 98 men from around the
finish control, only to realise
world and did really well too. (Sorry guys I tried to
find the actual results, but they are escaping me on that OH OH I've missed one.
BJ Reynolds was there to
the web tonight- they must be Cerfing). What a
great effort from you all. You all competed to a very console me and send me back Claire Paterson selling
to my last control in the
high standard.
muffins at the Auckland
Championships
re-entrant. Seems I was not
the only one to make that mistake, and apparently
Rob and Marquita said that they had had a
one W21E got her mind really twisted when she
wonderful time in Australia while doing the
arrived at what she thought was her last control
mountainbiking. Apparently the training camp had
only to find not a black Sport-ident box, but a Little
great accommodation and meals. Needless to say
Lambie picture, I gather she is still having a giggle
the company was great to, a case of being with
people who enjoyed the sport as much as they did. about that.
By Gay Ambler

The Middleton's have made it to Grandparent status
finally with their son Stuart's wife Kelly having a son
a couple of weeks ago. So the Middleton Dynasty
continues with :Heath David Gates MIDDLETON
Dave and Glen tell us he is beautiful, with Glen
holding Heath until her arm aches.
Rob and I are off to Wellington Champs with the
Moen's this weekend and then CDOA champs at
Raglan a couple of weeks later. Will see some of
you there.

Bert Chapman receives a certificate for winning
a men's grade at the Auckland Championships

Auckland Champs are now just a memory, and the
weather turned out to be great. My courses were
great, even though, as usual I was first at the wrong
end on both days. Had to laugh on Sunday on the
way to the start, after we had slid and slipped down
through a steep re-entrant at the bottom of the hill I

BOAT TRIP TO TIRI TIRI:
SORRY GUYS IT IS NOT HAPPENING THIS
YEAR, BUT INSTEAD WE ARE GOING TO HAVE
DINNER ON NORTH HEAD ON SATURDAY 11TH
DECEMBER. JUST BRING ALONG YOUR STUFF
ABOUT 5.00PM. HOPE IT IS NOT TOO MUCH OF
A LET DOWN. IF YOU DON'T KNOW HOW TO
GET THERE RING ME ON 09 424 7010 OR EMAIL
: carpetmeasures@paradise.net.nz
EVERYONE IS WELCOME. HOPEFULLY WE
WILL HAVE GREAT WEATHER BECAUSE THE
VIEWS FROM NORTH HEAD ARE AMAZING
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Counties Chit-Chat
By Martin Peat
Its hard to think what news will be relevant in a
month's time, with CD Champs still to be run and
Christmas and Oceania drawing near. However
writing tonight, Brent and I have just returned from
a stunningly sunny weekend down at the
Wellington Champs on Osgiliath Wood (Classic
dist) and Himitangi North (Middle dist)
This wasn't the first event in a very full Summer of
O. Last weekend at the Auckland Champs several
people came out on top on last year's tricky
Nationals map. Well done to Tania Robinson, Bob
Hattie, Jeanine Browne, John Robinson, Trish

Aspin, Nicola Peat, Ken Green, Val Robinson,
Doreen Oldfield, Andrew Peat, and Peter Murphy,
who are all Auckland Champions on one or both
days!
Welcome to the Knarston family, of Keith, Karen,
Matthew, Greta and Ingrid: we hope you enjoy the
wonderful world of orienteering. Recently John
and Val Robinson were recognized at the
Counties Manukau Sporting Excellence Awards,
both received Manukau City Council Service to
Sport awards, well deserved.
That's all from me, good luck to all the juniors
heading into exams.
Some of NZ's top
juniors hanging out
at the Auckland
Orienteering
Championships.
From left to right
Helen Watson,
Alistair Long,
Andrew Peat, Ciaran
Murphy, Tom
Reynolds and
Melanie Michels

From the Archives
November 1994

less than enthusiastic and had a big drop in
participation from relays in previous years.

By John Powell
The Auckland championship events were held at
Pulpit Rock and organised by NWOC. The classic
was set by Marquita Gelderman and controlled by
Rob Garden. The short-O was at Weiti with Ralph
King setting and Dave Melrose controlling. The
summer series started on November 15 at the
Auckland Domain.
The 1995 programme was published with the
AOA clubs planning for six OYs and five Autumn
series events. CDOA OY events at that time were
published as part of the AOA calendar and
showed that CD was organising seven OYs.

The OY results for 1994 show that of the 28 OY
grade winners only 13 are still orienteering in
Auckland.
The newsletter carried a reprint of an article from
the UK O magazine arguing that orienteering was
obsessed with competition and result displays,
unlike other sports such as swimming and tennis.
The author argued that it was detrimental that
having fun was removed, novices humiliated and
juniors encouraged to orienteer fast rather than
well.

Twenty years ago South Auckland club fees were
$30 for a family, A survey of Auckland orienteers
1994 was the first year of the current AOA "relay" showed that "the typical orienteer was male
format, a concept imported from Canada by
(more than two thirds), 30-39 years old, New
CMOC. NWOC had a big turn out with twice as
Zealand born, well educated, half were married
many teams as other clubs and won easily with 8 with children and most had been orienteering for
teams being in the first 10. AOC was considerably 2 or 3 years".
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Outdoors Excellence Recognised
Copy of an article from Wilderness Magazine,
November 2004

work has improved the standards and credibility of
NZOIA resulting in it now being a better, stronger
and user-friendlier organisation.
Somehow she still manages to find time for family,
Jill Dalton, a stalwart of the Mountain Safety
friends, gardening and training and competing at
Council, the New Zealand Outdoor Instructors'
national and international level in orienteering.
Alliance and New Zealand Orienteering, has been
Other award winners were the Boyle River Outdoor
awarded Sport and Recreation New Zealand's 2004 Education Centre at Lewis Pass, the outdoor
supreme award for her contribution to outdoors
education programme at Dunstan High School,
recreation.
Alexandra, and instructor Nicci Mardle, of
As president of NZOIA, Dalton's dedication and hard Christchurch Polytechnic.

Book Review
Re-printed from DOCument,magazine of the threatening notes telling him to pull out of the
Dunedin Orienteering Club, November 2004, with Nationals. As if this wasn't enough, the local
orienteering clubrooms are broken into. Who is
permission
responsible? Of course the Hardys have plenty of
By Nick Mortimer
suspects. Is it Takashi Okira, the resentful no. 2
orienteer at ISU who has a serious anger
No Way Out (Hardy Boys Casefiles No. 75) by management problem? Or Rob's jilted girlfriend
Franklin W Dixon. 16 ch., 154pp. Archway Sylvia Rivera who mysteriously turns up at
Paperback, Pocket Books, New York. 1993. ISBN 0- Sawtooth? Or Malika Morris, the contemptuous O671-73111-4.
coach of ISU's longstanding rivals Northern
California State University? Or maybe Jeremy
Orienteering fiction is not one of English literature's Foote, jealous account executive with Rob's
most popular genres, so to find a teen-detectiveadvertising firm? Everyone has motive, means and
orienteering fiction book in the Dunedin Public
opportunity, and the suspects are only eliminated
Library stacks is unusual, to say the least. As many towards the closing chapters.
of you will know, Frank and Joe Hardy are
American teenagers who solve mysteries. Over the OK, it's formula detective fiction, but the
decades literally hundreds of Hardy Boys
orienteering aspects of the novel are well
paperbacks have been written; in each book the
researched. Starting with "the maps were covered
boys find themselves sleuthing within a different
with splotches of colour and a number of
social or cultural theme. In Casefiles 75, the Hardys mysterious symbols", we progress to "Joe punched
go orienteering at Sawtooth Recreation Area in
their scorecard. 'Not bad,' he said, checking their
Idaho, at a warm-up meet before the U.S.
compass again. I think we're getting the hang of
Nationals.
this' ". In the book, the Hardys learn about the
varied levels of difficulty of maps and courses,
Their friend Rob Niles is the best orienteer in the
thumb compasses, clipcards, controls and flags,
Idaho State University team. But while orienteering, route finding and embargoed areas.
Rob has a rock avalanche triggered over him, gets
shot at (twice), plunges off a swing bridge whose
If you can obtain this book, I would recommend it
ropes have been partially severed, is given a
as a light, entertaining read for all orienteers (well,
doctored thumb compass, and has the course on
except for paranoid Development Squad
his pre-marked map deliberately changed to take
members). We would all do well to take heed of the
him into an area of hidden pits, narrow ledges and
book's tagline:"lf you choose the wrong path,
scrub-covered steep cliffs. Back at the hotel, Rob
prepare to pay a steep price!".
has a rattlesnake put in his bed and gets several
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Southern Cross Junior Challenge 2004
By Thomas Reynolds
Leaving home at 3.30 in the morning to drive to
the airport wouldn't usually be something to look
forward to, but when you're departing to orienteer
in Australiaforyour country even the earliest of
starts become appealing. Ciaran Murphy, Andrew
Peat and I would be the only members of the 16strong New Zealand junior team departing from
Auckland on Qantas flight 040. However upon
running into Neil Kerrison and Brent Edwards at
McDonalds (where else) we learnt that about 8 of
New Zealand's elite Pinestars Team would also be
travelling on our plane too. So having made our
way through customs without any problems we
sat down to enjoy our flight to Sydney.

Monday was a rest day so we had a longer sleep,
and some of us did some study, before going and
driving round Bathurst raceway. It made seeing it
on TV so much better after we got back, knowing
that we'd been there.

The real competition was on Tuesday, the
Australian Secondary Schools Championships.
Run in very vague, very open and very fast forest
on a 1:15000 mapitwas going to be interesting to
see how results would end up. Again it was a day
of mixed results, perhaps the most successful
class was junior boys with Ciaran Murphy and
Andrew Peat placing 6th and 4th respectively and
Jack Vincent gaining the win by a margin of 3
minutes. Kirsty Turner and Lizzie Ingham also
Having met the rest of our team at Sydney airport, placed in the top 5 in their respective grades.
Others in the team were disappointed with their
we set offinour three vans towards Bathurst, a
place better known for its motorsport. We stopped runs having made stupid mistakes, but that's
about 30km from Bathurst in order to gain our first orienteering.
taste (for some) of Australian terrain. After a small
detour through theforestroads by Derek we
One of the great thingsI'vefoundabout
managed to find the map and the New Zealand
orienteering since I started is the willingness of
elites. Having an opportunity to try Australian
the elites to help. At the first event we were each
terrain before the first event was invaluable.
buddied up with an elite to talk to us about our
Learning how to attack the repetitive and fairly
runs each day. It was really great having input
vague gully spur and sampling mapping styles
from somebody who you know had been in similar
certainly helped my orienteering in the following
situations before, but it went beyondthat.At the
days.
events it was always the New Zealanders who got
the loudest cheers and just having familiar faces
Saturday was the official warm-up event, the Baal there made It seem more like NZ. I'd like to thank
the elites for taking the time to help.
bone bash. Seeing the huge cliffs at the top of a
hill above the carpark highlighted just how
different the terrain is from New Zealand. I was
Later that night we watched the most spectacular
running Red 2, while most of the rest of the team lightning storm I have ever seen; an hour and a
ran Red 3. I didn't know while I was running but
half of huge sheets of lightning and amazing fork
the map was about 10 years old, and it showed!
lightning. One even touched down in the paddock
The top of the main hill on the map was mapped
beside the school we were staying at. The
as white, but in reality even a jog was a struggle. following morning it was noticed that a tree had
I'd been told before I left that I would definitely see been blown apart in the paddock. Underneath the
kangaroos whileoutrunning, but most likely not a tree was a dead cow, it had been hit by lightning.
snake, however I saw a snake while out on my
Guess what we had at the presentation dinner the
first real run and no kangaroos while running on
following night, steak!
the whole trip!
The relays were held on an adjoining map to the
The next day was NSW champs on similar terrain individuals. This map was even more open,
to the previous day, but with less green and more lacking almost entirely in rocks that so often cover
bare rock. Solid bearings and aiming off were
Australian maps. The contour features on this
essential as was staying in contact with the map
map were very vague and had to be 'felt' as
through rock detail. Most of the NZ juniors had a
opposed to being recognised visually. After the
fairly clean run but were punished by 2 or 3 big
lightning the day was much cooler and we even
mistakes. So it was a mixed bag at the end of the had some light rain. Today was the day New
day with the highlightsforthe juniors being Kirsty Zealand would really perform, gaining a first
Turner and I gaining third placings in our
(senior girls), second (junior boys), third (junior
respective classes and Amber Morrison placing
girls) and a fourth (senior boys) in the relays to be
13th in W21E.
easily the most successful ofthestate teams.
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Unfortunately I had to come home to do some
study for my exams on the next day, but the rest
of the team stayed on for the Australian
championships to be held further South. From
what I have heard the map was very challenging.
Repetitive slopes covered in rock detail made
attacking controls difficult. However New Zealand
juniors overcame the challenges and posted some
great results, most notably Georgia Whitla (PAPO)
running to a win in W16A, and Andrew Peat
placing 4th in a very competitive M16A class.
Following the conclusion of the orienteering
carnival a portion of the team stayed on for some
training on the maps around Dubbo. This is the
area in which JWOC will be held in 2007. Lots of
intricate rock detail and vague contour features
characterised this area.

So a big thanks to Derek Morrison, Gillian Ingham
and Sandy Turner for their work before and during
the tour, and to Beverly Holder for her pre-tour
organisation. I'd also like to thank the Aussies for
allowing us to compete, the elites for their help at
the events, all the parents for their help, North
West and Counties for their contributions to our
expenses. The trip to Australia was a great
experience, an opportunity for me to improve my
orienteering and sample international competition
that I know will be invaluable in future years.
Having orienteered overseas once, I am now
keener than ever to run in new and more distant
destinations. I look forward to the selection races
for next year's team.

RESULTS
RELAY

INDIVIDUALS
Junior Boys (34)
1 Jack Vincent (HBOC)
4 Andrew Peat (CM)
6 Ciaran Murphy (CM)
13 Thomas Reynolds (NW)

35.38
42.27
45.15
51.08

Junior Girls (36)
1 Ineka Booth (ACT)
4 Kirsty Turner (WOC)
14 Georga Whitla (PAPO)
26 Cara McDonald (HBOC)
31 Claire Dinsdale (WOC)

31.28
37.05
42.14
50.27
61.07

Senior Boys (37)
1 Chris Naunton (VIC)
15 Riki Cambridge (DOC)
19 Daniel Stott (ROT)
26 Sam McNally (ROT)
31 Richard Glover (HVOC)

43.35
64.00
66.20
71.39
81.46

Senior Girls (34)
1 Heather Harding (ACT)
6 Lizzie Ingham (WOC)
9 Rita Holmes (WOC)
17 Amber Morrison (HBOC)
26 Sarah Gray (NEL)

48.47
63.48
58.38
62.34
72.54

Junior Boys (11)
NZ Team - Jack, Thomas, Andrew
1 Tasmania
79.46
2 NZ
87.13
Junior Girls (12)
NZ Team - Georgia, Cara, Kirsty
1 Queensland
85.39
2 ACT
85.55
3 NZ
86.55
Senior Boys (11)
NZ Team - Daniel, Riki, Sam
1 Victoria
104.49
5 NZ
120.45
Senior Girls (10)
NZ Team - Amber, Lizzie, Rita
1 NZ
94.31
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Oceania Sprint Distance Event
SPRINT DISTANCE EVENT
Friday January 7 2005
In Conjunction with the Oceania Orienteering Carnival
NZOF A Grade Event / JWOC Fundraiser
Map: Carrington; used annually for the Auckland Summer Series, the map has been updated since
last use. Note: The December 16th Summer Series event on this map is embargoed to all elites. The
map itself is hereby embargoed to elites for all training purposes until the event
Scale: 1: 5000, 5m contour interval
Terrain: A Tertiary campus, lots of buildings and small patches of open trees. The map has a creek
with varying vegetation surrounding.
Controller: Alistair Stewart
Planner: Simon Addison
Coordinator: Martin Peat
Start Times:11am-12.45pm.Elites first start1pm.All grades will have staggered start times.
Sport Ident: All competitors must either provide their own cards, or arrange to hire or purchase.
Competitors who have hired a card from the Carnival must pay $3 to use it, and write HIRED in the
sport ident number space on entry forms.
Entry Fees:
Senior Junior Family
Pre-Entry
$12
$10
$35
Late Entry
$15
$12
$45
A Junior is anyone eligable to compete in M20/W20 or a younger class in the year 2005.
A Family is up to two Seniors living at the same address and any number ofjuniors that look to at least
one of the seniors as a parent.
Affiliation: Event is NZOF A-Level, and therefore competitors not belonging to a NZ Club or and
IOF member organisation must pay an extra one-event participation levy of $9 per senior; $5.50 per
junior; $23.50 family.
Entry Notes:
ELITES MUST PRE-ENTER. The event is being looked at being a Super Series, and therefore we
require you to pre-enter. The start list will be reverse ranking order - based on the NZOF ranking list,
and OA ranking list. The mixing will be done in the view of the organisers, the decisions taken on
starting order is final.
International Competitors: Because of exchange rate troubles and the extremely high cost of
conversion both physically for cheques and also for online banking, we have decided to allow you to
enter but not pay with your entry form. You must send your entry form in by the 20th of December
OR enter online until the 31st of December. Note that if you enter online after the 20th and before the
31st, your entry is regarded as being Late. If you have sent your entry form either by snail mail or
online by the 20th December, your entry is seen as being a commitment to paying and you are
therefore eligible to still pay the pre-entry rate New Zealanders however must send payment either via
Direct Credit or Cheque with entry form . International entries via Snail Mail end on December 20th.
Closing Date: December 20th 2004. Entries will be accepted by post, with Late Entry fees up until 31
Dec, after this we request that you enter on the day. There will be limited places available in the start
block for late entries, and we cannot guarntee pre-marked maps. Note: you must have your entry postmarked 20th December or earlier to pay Pre-Entry rate.
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Payment: Please make it clear what payment type you have made on the entry form. Please make
cheques payable to "New Zealand Orienteering Development Squad". Alternatively payment can be
made by Direct Credit to the Development Squad account:
ASB Bank, George St Dunedin Branch 12-3150-0153145-00
If using this method please code with contact name and reference 'SprintO'.
SEND TO:
Martin Peat
571 Ormiston Road
RD1 Manurewa
Auckland
New Zealand
Queries/comments to:
Martin: martinpeat AT hotmail.com
Simon: sja13 AT waikato.ac.nz
Oceania Sprint Distance Event - JWOC Fundraiser
Contact Person
Name:
Address:

Phone:
Email:
FIRST NAME
GRADE

(note: contact email is essential)
SURNAME
$

CLUB

SPORT IDENT # BIRTH YEAR

SUB TOTAL: $.
$3 per Sport-Ident Card that is Hired: $
Non-NZOF 1-off Event Levy: $
TOTAL NZ$.
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Tips for Beginners
• Take it easy. Stay in touch with the map at all
times.
• Learn about route choice. Ask an experienced
orienteer to discuss this with you at an event.
With Summer Series in full swing it is a great time • Aim low until you know what you are capable
to hone your orienteering skills. There is a chance
of, always do the slightly shorter course, the
to practice every almost week from now until
long, difficult course will always be there later.
March. For those of you who are relatively new to • Don't leave a control site until you have
the sport (and perhaps those who aren't so new!)
planned what you are going to do next. It
here are a few tips to consider when orienteering.
doesn't matter if someone sees you there, they
have had to navigate to the site themselves so
• Get good advice, even if that means sitting
you are not really helping them at all.
down after an event with an experience
• If you are at all unsure of where you are stop
orienteer and chatting about your course
immediately to relocate. If you cannot relocate
together.
turn around and go back to your last known
• Learn the basics. For a start learn about
point, even if this means returning to the
handrails, attack points, heading off, stepping
previous control
stones and traffic lights. Practice them and use • Lastly, make sure your body feels good while
them at events.
you are orienteering - eat and drink well and
• Focus on one technique to practice at each
wear the appropriate shoes and clothing.
event.
• Run the first leg slowly and carefully. There is
Above all else - enjoy yourself!
nothing worse than blowing the first control.
• Orientate the map every time. Get a thumb
compass.
Adapted form an article in Compass Points,
September-October 2004, originally written by
Mark Roberts in 2002.

Hanging out at the Auckland Championships, from left to right, Dave Middleton, Terje
Moen, Mary Moen and Marit Moen
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Last B i t s
Next Issue: December 2004
Please send your editorial contributions to Madeleine Collins, 122 Victory Rd, Laingholm, Auckland,
or e-mail shaun.and.mad@slingshot.co.nz tel 09 817 7621 to arrive before Sunday 05 December
Distribution
If you change your address (and still wish to have this magazine reach you!), please contact your
club membership officer or Steven Reynolds at 09 358 8549 or fax 09 355 6518 or e-mail
Stephen.reynolds@lion-nathan.co.nz
Credits
SPORT AND RECREATION NEW ZEALAND
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AOTEAROA

Sport & Recreation New Zealand
The Auckland Orienteering association wishes to thank Carter Holt Harvey for the use of its
forests.
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